Welcome at home.
ABB-Welcome
ABB-Welcome. The new door communication from Busch-Jaeger, the leading brand in the electrical installation sector and intelligent building communication. The new ABB-Welcome product series complements the range in a practical way and sets new standards as a holistic system. It combines perfect design, comfort, efficiency and security. Inside and outside. Living space can now be consistently and uniformly designed.
Enter a new dimension.
The front door is the gateway between two worlds. ABB-Welcome opens new possibilities to both sides for individualizing and uniformly designing living space. It does this with all-round comfort, greater safety and stylistically matching design. On the outside it blends harmoniously with the architecture. On the inside it matches light switches and socket outlets.
ABB-Welcome has the right solution for every requirement. It makes optimum door communication possible for all types of buildings. Innovative technology and high-quality materials make it easy for residents and visitors to gain access to unique comfort and functional design. Thanks to intelligent 2-wire technology ABB-Welcome is suitable for new buildings as well as the modernisation of existing ones.
01 ABB-Welcome video outdoor station

02 ABB-Welcome Touch

03 ABB-Welcome audio indoor station with handset

03 ABB-Welcome audio indoor station with display
Most welcome.
ABB-Welcome outdoors.
ABB-Welcome video or audio outdoor stations. With many functions, to make life at home more comfortable and safer. The integrated hands-free function with its full duplex operation and suppression of noise interference ensures perfect audibility. And the high-quality colour camera convinces with its extra-wide viewing range. Thanks to the automatic day and night switchover, visitors can be clearly seen even when its dark.
Magnificent views.
ABB-Welcome indoors.
ABB-WelcomeTouch. Its high-quality XXL touch display impresses with its 17.8 cm (7") diagonal screen. At an incoming door call the camera image appears automatically. Pictures can be taken during the conversation and three pictures are automatically taken and stored when the bell is rung during your absence. Intuitive operation via six easy operation keys, e.g. door opener, mute function and hallway light.
Always willing to listen. Always ready to communicate.

ABB-Welcome audio indoor station with handset. It impresses with its clear sound and functional design. It ensures perfect voice transmission due to its full duplex mode and suppression of noise interference. Intuitive operation via three easy operation keys for the direct activation of the door opener, mute function and hallway light. Its three timeless colours allow it to blend with every environment, and it matches with many Busch-Jaeger switch ranges.
» Intuitive operation
» Functional design
» Easy installation
ABB-Welcome audio indoor station with display. It perfectly matches light switches and socket outlets. For uniform optics in every room. The station has a hands-free function, full duplex and suppression of noise interference for a clear sound. Communication, door opener, mute function and hall light are controlled via the cover plate of the display. Available for the Busch-Jaeger switch ranges carat®, solo®, Busch-axcent®, future® linear, Reflex SI / SI Linear and Busch-Duro 2000® SI / SI Linear.
» Illuminated display
» Simple operation
» Matching with switch design
More possibilities. In every way.

ABB-Welcome audio/video outdoor station

Functions

» Two high-quality versions: outdoor station stainless steel (brushed) and studio white matt (metal-coated), particularly robust and resistant to environmental factors
» Video outdoor station with 1 to 12 call buttons
» Audio outdoor station with 1 to 15 call buttons
» Suppression of noise interference for clearly audible door communication between resident and visitor
» Name plates: hidden mechanism for exchanging, protects against unauthorized access
» Hands-free function
» Homogenous illumination of name plates and call buttons with long-life LEDs
» If required, selectable acoustic feedback signal with a press of the call buttons
» Video camera with wide detection angle (H: 86°, V: 67°) and mechanical adjustment (H +/- 15°, V +/- 15°)
» Automatic day and night switchover and infrared LEDs for illumination during the night
Functions

» Large 17.8 cm (7”) colour display with intuitive touch control
» High-quality colour TFT touchdisplay with a resolution of 800 x 480 (WVGA)
» Automatic activation of the camera image at an incoming door call
» During absence three pictures of the visitor are automatically stored in the events memory
» Manual recording of pictures during a conversation is possible at any time
» Events memory: the user is informed who rang the bell at his front door and when
» Electronic picture frame can be selected in standby mode
» Six easy operation keys for the basic functions of communication, opening of doors, mute function, switching of lights, snapshot and settings are easy and fast to operate
» Differentiation between door call and floor ringing sound, five different bell sounds
» Monitoring barrier
» Five-stage adjustable volume
» Automatic door opening function: opens the front door when the doorbell push-button is pressed
ABB-Welcome audio indoor station with handset

Functions

» The handset is easy to take up and replace
» Three easy operation keys for the basic functions: opening the door, switching the lights and mute function
» Activation of the easy operation keys without lifting the handset
» Differentiation between door call and floor ringing sound, five different bell sounds
» Monitoring barrier
ABB-Welcome
indoor audio station with display

Functions

» Large illuminated monochrome display, 3.8 cm (1.5“)
» Automatic activation of the screen at an incoming door call
» The basic functions of communication, opening of doors, switching of lights and mute function are located directly on the rocker switch and are quick and easy to operate
» Differentiation between door call and floor ringing sound, five different bell sounds
» Monitoring barrier
» Five-stage adjustable volume
» Automatic door opening function: opens the front door when the doorbell push-button is pressed
A member
of the ABB Group
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